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Synopsis

Loaded with beautifully illustrated diagrams clearly and concisely labeled for easy identification.
Illustrations by award-winning medical illustrator Vincent Perez.
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Customer Reviews

I purchase this item along with the Physiology and Anatomy for my son, in order to help him out his Anatomy and Physiology class in high school. He love it....... From the moment he took them in his hands he couldn’t stop looking at it and kept thanking me because he think it explains everything in a very easy way for everyone to understand everything. I definitely recommend buying or gifting this product....... 

Used this in college, and now that I work in a hospital. Its just great. I have several different charts, and I would buy them again--I probably will when they update them. It just snaps into a 3 ring binder, and I dont worry about something getting spilled on it.

It’s a good size, fits in a binder, illustrations are clear and easy to see. I actually did find this useful as a studying aid.

wife uses these for nursing school. Excellent study guides. She is VERY happy with them.
I am taking a Clinical Foundations course and these quick study guides are a must have. They are accurate, detailed, and (with the pre-punched holes) fit nicely in a binder. The lamination ensures that they will last a long time. I am quite pleased.

Obviously this is not considered to be all-inclusive as it is labeled #2. However, it is a very comprehensive and compacted study sheet that can be used for a quick 5-minute review! I've purchased others and have also been satisfied with the quality of the quick study sheets.

Very nice reference guide. Also, great for demonstrating anatomical parts of the body Quickly without having to keep looking in the books. Almost like having an Anatomy book open to where you need it, right at hand's reach. I love it.

everything is great, these charts, of which I have them all. My family uses them for study guides, as well as just an overall interest in how the body works. very useful. great detail and they are water proof. will go in a 3 ring binder. very convient.
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